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“The one force in society that seems 
especially well positioned (but not 

yet so employed) to help is education. 
Yes, we need to have political action 

in relation to technology, climate 
change, investment in education, and so 
forth. But most of all, we desperately 

need a new kind of education—one 
that mobilizes us to learn about the 

world as we change it for the better. 
Such transformation is not just for 
a few but for the vast majority. Our 

precarious future is a system problem; 
it requires a system solution that 

involves us all.” - Michael Fullan, 2020
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Outside of families and communities, education 
systems are the key influencers in how we learn to 
think about ourselves, others and the natural world. 
They inform us about what our cultures most value 
and significantly shape our subsequent motivations 
and behaviours. They profoundly shape our sense 
of personal agency, worth and wellbeing and either 
promote or inhibit what we feel is possible in terms 
of personal aspiration. 
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2020 INITIATED a time of great
opportunity for the creation 

of a more equitable and
peaceful world
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What is education for?

“The basic function of education in all societies and 
at all times is to prepare the younger generation for 
the kind of adult life that society values and wishes 
to perpetuate.” - John Abbott, 21st Century Learning 
Alliance, 2009

The literal definition of education means to ‘draw 
out’ what is already there, rather than to teach or 
‘force in’ what is absent

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 

  
 

In the imminent future success will no longer 
be defined as a solely individual quality, that is 
predominantly related to academic achievement 
or to the acquisition of money, possessions or 

celebrity status. Instead it will be more closely 
related to the kind of people that we become in 
the world, to levels of courage, authenticity and 
personal fulfilment, but always in the context of 
how our own lifepath activities impact the wellbeing 
of the whole.

“In the context of job disruption, demand for new 
skills and increased socioeconomic polarization, 
primary and secondary school systems have a 
critical role to play in preparing the global citizens 
and workforces of the future. Education models 
must adapt to equip children with the skills to create 
a more inclusive, cohesive and productive world” 
- World Economic Forum (WEF) Schools of the 
Future 2020

Leaders from all disciplines are now calling for the 
role of 21st century education systems to become:

1. The optimisation of potential 

2. A celebration of diversity 

3. Protecting the natural joy of learning 

4. Ensuring the balanced cultivation of the whole 
child and 
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5. Eco-literacy: promoting the values and
 behaviours needed for a healthy, peaceful and
 sustainable world
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Optimising Potential

RELATIONSHIP INDEPENDENCE ENGAGEMENT FULFILMENT CONTRIBUTION GROWTHSECURITY

We are all born with the same seven core human 
developmental needs and these are: 

Security - We all need safe, healthy and secure 
environments in which to live and grow

Relationship - We all need to develop positive 
relationships with our selves, others and the 
natural world

Independence - We all need to be able to feel 
strong and independent

Engagement - We all need to be able to explore 
and take risks 

Fulfilment - We all need to be able to test out our 
skills and to express our thoughts and experiences

Contribution - We all need to be able to contribute 
to something greater than ourselves. 

Growth - We all need to have the opportunity to 
expand who we are and what we know. 

No matter where we live in the world, these needs 
are the same. As we grow and develop, we will 
each seek to fulfil these needs in ways that have 
meaning for us and whether or not they are met will 
then shape the values, beliefs and behaviours that 
then become our personalities. 
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Physical

Emotional

Mental

HUMAN NEEDS

Spiritual

Spiritual

HUMAN NEEDS

Flourishing Consists Of...

RELATIONSHIP

INDEPENDENCE

ENGAGEMENT

FULFILMENT

CONTRIBUTION

GROWTH

SECURITY

No matter where they 
live in the world, all 
human beings have  
the same core needs. 

To flourish, all children 
need their physical, 
emotional, mental and 
spiritual needs met.

And so do the adults 
that live in their world
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Nurturing environments

Spiritual essence / innate potential

Generative life force

Nurturing relationships

Mastery and self-worth

Meaning-making and flow

Self-expression and achievement

Empathy and co-operation

Values are formed on the inside, but are carried  
in the relationships of life. 

Children are amazing learners way before they 
start school. In fact, from pre-birth to age five, their 
brains develop more quickly than at any other time 
in life. The most rapid period of brain growth and 
plasticity is in the last trimester of pregnancy and 
the first two years. At birth the average baby’s brain 
is about a quarter of the size of the average adult 
brain and it doubles in size in the first year. It keeps 
growing to about 80% of adult size by age 3 and 
90% – nearly full grown – by age five.

We are genetically unique, as we each carry the DNA 
traces of our ancestors, so the personalities that we 
develop are a combination of the biological patterns 
and dispositions that have gone before, overlaid with 
the unique patterns created by our own experiences 
in the world. We are not born with the same 
dispositions and capacities, but we have all been 
designed to optimise our own growth and potential 
in the ways that have meaning for us, and we just 
need the right environments to help us to do so.

Scientists now think that only 50% of who we are is 
shaped by our genes - with the other 50% coming 
from the environment. 

The worlds that we experience as children, 
therefore, literally shape our biology and who we 
will become. Our mental maps of the world are 
made up of all the internal images, sounds, tactile 
awareness, internal sensations, tastes and smells 
that form as result of how our brains process the 
incoming information. Neurons that fire together, 
wire together, so the emotional responses that are 
connected to our lived experiences become fused 
into our memory of that experience. 

We are also born with a natural intelligence, or 
generative life force, that is shaped by our unique 
genetic and environmental backgrounds and 
that is expressed as purpose and potential. This 
intelligence acts like a guiding force and ensures 
that we each develop as a unique aspect of the 
whole. It is always trying to achieve the balanced 
integration of our physical, emotional, mental and 
spiritual capacities – that we call human flourishing.

Flourishing is the balanced 
integration of physical, emotional, 

mental and spiritual capacities

How Values are Formed
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Every child has an inner guide that leads them 
be interested in those elements of the environment 
that most fulfil their own unique development needs 
and the expression of this innate natural intelligence. 
We are not all designed to be the same.

The process of facilitating learning, that we call 
education, therefore has two main aspects: 

1. Optimising the unique capacities and potential 
of each child (bringing forth the inner) and 

2. Passing on the knowledge, skills, values and 
beliefs that help that child to feel a sense of 
belonging, contribution and stewardship to a 
sustainable world of others (passing on 
the outer)

If either of these are out of balance it can affect 
the wellbeing of the child, as too much of the 
former and the child will not understand the 
rules and values of the external world – and too 
much of the latter and the natural intelligence/
spirit of the child can be crushed by external 
demands that are not in alignment with internal 
developmental impulses or needs

Education systems should always be seeking  
to balance the INNER with the OUTER

Celebrating Diversity

Nature loves diversity and biodiversity matters 
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Just like every other natural system, we have been 
designed to constantly learn, evolve and grow. All 
living systems have the potential for emergence, 
are self-generating and self-organising and interact 
cognitively with the environment. 

Researchers into creativity and intrinsic motivation 
have discovered an underlying similarity that is 
common to all intrinsically rewarding activities: 
they all give the participants a sense of exploration, 
discovery and problem solving. They also need 
no external goals or rewards to achieve a sense 
of personal fulfilment. Flow occurs when the 
experience of learning becomes its own reward.  
It is a key characteristic of play.

Many flow activities are immensely complex, time-
consuming and even frustrating. They are all about 
finding the balance between personal capacities 
and environmental challenges and each person will 
respond to this in his or her own unique way. There is, 
therefore, more to learning than simple achievement, 
as often the most powerful and rewarding personal 
meaning-making comes from overcoming huge 
challenges and difficulties.

Play is so important to human beings because it 
allows us to generatively reach out into novelty 
without the risk of failure or the need to achieve 
any externally imposed result. Personal meaning, 
purpose, playfulness and resilience are all,  
essential for human flourishing.

Challenge

High efficacyLow efficacy

Low arousal

High arousal
Anxiety

Boredom

Skill

Flow state

Increasing skills Decreasing
challenge

Less
demanding 

skills
Increasing challenge

The natural joy of learning
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Nurturing the Whole Child

Children carry forward not only the impact of 
adverse experiences that have happened in 
their own lives, but also the impact of spending 
time with adults who are struggling with their 
own challenges. Which is why, if we care about 
the wellbeing of children, we must also be 
concerned about the wellbeing of the adults with 
whom they spend their time and the systems that 
are impeding their own ability to flourish. 

The health and wellbeing of parents, carers, 
families, teachers, communities and the planet 
itself is, therefore, essential to the healthy 
development and wellbeing of children.

That means that we always need to understand 
the external systems that might be impacting or 
supressing the creativity and wellbeing of adults. 
What we are seeking is the achievement of ‘right 
relationship’ between all the different elements of 
the living system.

“It is not education, but education of a certain  
kind, that will save us.” - David W. Orr
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One of the key systems that Is now impacting 
children’s wellbeing is digital technology and there 
is growing global concern about the impact on 
lived experience. Children and young people need 
to be helped to better understand the ways that 
their own realities and choices can be manipulated 
by others, and the impact that these technologies 
can have on their happiness and wellbeing. The 
youngest children, in particular, need to have real 
experiences in the real world.
 
Schools need to be at the forefront of the call for 
technologies that support our shared well-being, 
sense-making and democracy and that enhance 
our ability to tackle complex global challenges. 

They need to help students understand both the 
negative and positive aspects of 21st century 
information and communication technologies, so 
that they can enhance their cognitive and technical 
skills in ways that nurture, rather than diminish, 
their own capacities and wellbeing.

Digital Literacy

The Capabilities Which Serve Living, Learning , Working 
Participating and Thriving in a Digital Society
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Eco-Literacy

Education is the most powerful weapon we can use  
to change the world.” - Nelson Mandela (2003)

      
    

        
      

      
    

        
      

      
    

        
      

 

 

 

   
 

   
  

Wellbeing as right 
relationship to
Self, Others and
the Natural World

Eco-literacy is the ability to understand the natural 
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But only in the context of a more just and 
sustainable present and future, in which people 
and planet are connected.
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“The worth of education must 
now be measured against the 

standards of decency and 
human survival-the issues now 
looming so large before us in 
the twenty-first century. It is It is 
not education, but education  not education, but education  

of a certain kind, that will  of a certain kind, that will  
save us.”save us.” - David W. Orr
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Human beings have a capacity for violence and 

aggression, but also display a clear propensity 

for co-operation and compassion. 

What seems to matter most is the quality of 

relationships that we experience. If we experience 

security, trust and loving attention, then it is likely 

that this is what we will later bring to the world. If, 

instead, we experience fear, distrust and aggression, 

then this is the pattern that will have been set down 

for us. We are born full of both possibilities and it is 

the world that decides which way we will go. 

  
  

 
  

  
 

 
 

   
 

 

As social beings, we are also predisposed to mimic 
and normalise the values and behaviours that we 
see going on around us - especially those modelled 
by our peer groups and the adults in our worlds. 
That is why teachers are so important.

If children and young people do not have strong 
relationships that give them a sense of self-worth 
and value, they will ultimately seek them elsewhere - 
which is where gang culture comes from.

They are also impacted by the messages they receive, 
both consciously and unconsciously, from the media.

The Roots of Violence

“Heavy childhood exposure to media violence predicts
higher levels of aggression in young adults of both sexes

(“aggression” ranging from behaviour in an experimental
setting to violent criminality). The effect typically remains

after controlling for total media watching time, maltreatment 
or neglect, socio-economic status, levels of neighbourhood

violence, parental education, psychiatric illness, and IQ. This is a 
reliable finding of large magnitude. The link between exposure 
to childhood media violence and increased adult aggression is 
stronger than the link between lead exposure and IQ, calcium

intake and bone mass, or asbestos and layngeal cancer.”
- Robert Sapolsky ‘Behave’ 
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Perhaps education’s most important role is to 
ensure that children do not simply take forward the 
negative and damaging patterns and prejudices of 
the past. Every child should feel loved and valued, 

every child should appreciate that others may think 
and feel differently from themselves, and every 
child should know that their own values, beliefs and 
behaviours impact the wellbeing of the whole. 

The path to Compassion
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“Universal human development must enable all 
people—regardless of their age, citizenship, religion, 

ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation or any other 
identity—to expand their capabilities fully and put those 

capabilities to use. This also means that capabilities 
and opportunities are sustainable throughout an 
individual’s lifecycle and across generations. But 

those less endowed or lagging behind need support 
from others—from individuals, communities  
and states—to realize their full potential.”

 - Human Development Report 2014

 

    

 
  

 

  
 

  
 

 

   
  

 
 

  

  
         

  

  
       

      

   
     

       
   

      
  

 the value of self-kindness
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Compassion for Self      
     

Compassion for Others

     
     

Compassion for the natural world
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“If your plan is for one year, 
plant rice. If your plan is 

for ten years, plant trees. If 
your plan is for one hundred 

years, educate children.”
- Kuan Chung (7th Century BC)


